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Wellborn Cabinet Takes on Modern 

French Bistro 

Along with the current white kitchen trend, this kitchen fits in perfectly with its twist on the blue 

color palette. This kitchen is an updated version of an old idea, with traditional subway tiles and 

color play on the blue tones. As part of Wellborn’s Estate Series, this kitchen combines a unique 

twist of an old French Café and modern traditional elements; making the aesthetic design of this 

kitchen guaranteed to leave you in awe. Modern French styling is a mix of antique French, shabby 

chic, and farmhouse interior design elements full of cool, mature appeal. 

SPACE #6 
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About the Design 

While bistro kitchens often celebrate the 19th-century French charm, an increasing number of 

these spaces introduce more modern elements, such as contemporary tile and industrial textures. 

Cost effective and classic, subway tile is the perfect addition to a bistro kitchen. The gray and 

white flooring can instantly say “bistro,” conjuring images of a Parisian eatery and setting the stage 

for other kitchen features to truly shine. Stainless steel is modern and industrial. Not only does it 

update a space with a clean look, but it also mimics the feel of a restaurant kitchen, engaging well 

with both contemporary and vintage décor. A bar and its seating add to the restaurant-like 

ambiance of a bistro kitchen, especially when the stools feature an unexpected twist.  

This kitchen is a blend of Full Overlay and Beaded Inset cabinetry. The upper and lower cabinetry 

includes full overlay Lexington doors with Classic Drawer Fronts painted in our newly launched 

Oyster White color with smooth close drawer guides and door hinges. The upper center and island 

cabinets are Hanover Beaded Inset accented with oil rubbed Bronze barrel hinges with Standard 

Drawer Fronts and finished in Wellborn’s newly launched Aqua paint. The Aqua cabinetry 

inevitably catches the eye first while the Oyster White subtly accentuates the stunning blue hue.  
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This chef’s dream work space has a unique design of darker blue tones, open brass shelving, and 

complete storage space. The chef’s station is the Hanover Beaded Inset door style as well but 

finished in Wellborn’s Bleu paint with smooth close drawer guides and topped off with an end 

grain butcher block. Café and bistro kitchens rely on the ease of open shelves to make quick work 

of food and beverage preparation, the same is done here while also creating a decorative 

statement.  

This tri-colored kitchen exudes function while displaying current contemporary trends that will 

last a lifetime. Featured throughout the entire kitchen is Hafele’s Loox lighting program. Virtually 

hidden from view, it provides accent lighting right where you need it. All full overlay drawers and 

doors have the soft close mechanism, and they close tight to the cabinet frame with just a touch. 

The cabinetry has quality 5/8” hardwood dovetail joints providing strength and durability for a 

lifetime. 

Wellborn’s Floating Shelves 

painted in Bleu with 

Brownwood’s Brass Railing  
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Functionality 

With a modern French bistro in mind, functionality is a must. This kitchen has many organization 

answers; a tray divider pullout for pans, tiered cutlery drawer for all those cooking utensils, knife 

block organizer, and a paper towel holder to maximize your work space on the countertops. Also, 

to top it off, a pullout towel bar with dual functionality. Hang up dish towels or store grocery bags 

to reuse later. In the cabinet below the sink is a deep U-Shaped sliding shelf with a soft close 

mechanism to avoid issues with plumbing along with an almond base drip tray for easier clean-up. 

The paper towel holder is a groundbreaking new product, where the paper towel roll is built-in 

underneath the upper cabinetry. The upper Aqua cabinetry was created using Wellborn’s 

YouDrawIt program because of the 1 ¾ inch spacing on the inset frame. The upper cabinets above 

the sink make a design statement with the Clear Baroque glass doors and Hafele’s puck lighting. 

The light gives the glass the shine it deserves. Overrun by spices and small containers? Keep 

everything neatly in its place with the wooden spice rack, a storage cabinet with extra spice racks 

built into the inside of the door.  

Tray Divider Pullout 
Tiered Cutlery Drawer 

Knife Block Organizer, 

Cutlery Organizer, and 

Container Holder Organizer  
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Paper Towel Holder—YouDrawIt  

Wooden Spice Rack 

Deep U-Shaped Sliding Shelf 

with Almond Base Drip Tray 

Pullout Towel Bar 

Clear Baroque 

Glass Doors 
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Small appliances may be kept out of sight-not in the pantry, but right in the kitchen. In a Hide A 

Mixer cabinet, a generous storage area hides the mixer; it sits on a shelf inside the cabinet and is 

easily lifted to countertop height which eliminates lifting heavy appliances. To the right of the Hide 

A Mixer cabinet is a three-drawer cabinet base filled with storage accessories. In the top drawer 

are a cutlery organizer and a knife block to keep cooking essentials organized and safely stored. 

Below is a deep drawer divider with adjustable dividers to fit all sizes of cookware.  

Hide A Mixer 
Deep Drawer Divider with Adjustable Dividers 

Knife Block Organizer, Cutlery Organizer, 

and Container Holder Organizer  
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Concealing appliances have been a hot trend in recent years; the dishwasher is hidden by a 

dishwasher appliance panel to flow with the rest of the kitchen seamlessly. To the left of the 

dishwasher is a tiered cutlery drawer. Its unique design provides two tiers for double the storage 

capacity. Below this drawer is a tray divider which makes storing platters and cookie trays easier. 

Prevent wasted space in corners with our corner storage organizer with kidney sliding shelves, 

quickly makes the most of corner storage space. The shelving is enclosed with stainless steel 

railing for secure storage.  

Dishwasher 

Appliance Panel 

Tiered Cutlery 

Drawer 

Tray Divider 

Corner Storage with 

Kidney Sliding 

Shelves  
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Chef’s Station 

Conveniently store the cutting board and knives together in one complete drawer system with the 

knife drawer and cutting board pullout. This perfect solution securely holds each knife and 

prevents dull blades and cut fingers. To the right of the knife drawer is a tiered cutlery drawer 

providing ample storage space for cutlery, utensils, and more. Beneath these drawers is a deep 

divider drawer which can store various sized cooking items. Every great chef knows that you are 

only as good as your tools, but having so many sizes makes storing them a nightmare. The left 

drawer of the chef’s station is a base cutlery pullout. This pullout features a universal knife block, 

stainless steel utensil bins, and a lower shelf for more storage. Stop the madness from slamming 

cabinets with this innovative soft-close canister organizer pullout with three shelves at various 

heights to store just about anything.  

Deep Divider Drawer 

Knife Drawer and Cutting Board 

Pullout 

Tiered Cutlery 

Drawer 

Base Cutlery Pullout 

Soft-Close 

Canister Pullout 
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Island Organization 

To continue the seamless design, integrated matching ends were installed around the island. On 

the seating side of the island are Wainscot Panels which continue the elegant detailing. The 

intricate legs on the island are the “Astor” leg from Brownwood, Inc. which enhances the French 

bistro styling along with the Empire metal legs holding the countertop.  

To help make the kitchen neat and tidy, the trash bins were installed in a wastebasket pullout in 

the island right behind the sink and dishwasher. The wastebaskets are safely secured with 

aluminum railing to ensure they won’t slide around and making them easier to clean. Above the 

wastebasket pullout is a spice rack. Using the YouDrawIt program, a partition was added between 

the spice rack and wastebaskets to keep the garbage separate from the spices. Putting spices in a 

shallow drawer allows for other cabinets to become free. A spice rack helps create space you didn’t 

know you needed.  

Spice Rack 

Wastebasket Pullout 

Astor Leg  

Wainscot Panels 
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Integrated Matching End Panels 

In a busy kitchen, storage is a necessity. The unit of cabinets below the cooktop was created using 

Wellborn’s YouDrawIt program because they were combined into one unit to continue the spacing 

due to the reduced reveal on the inset frame. To the left of the cooktop, is a cutlery divider 

strategically located next to the cooking area. Below this drawer is the newly launched pot and pan 

hanging pullout that allows you to hang accessories inside of the cabinet securely and brings them 

out only when you want them. In the top center drawer, just below the cooktop is a deep drawer 

pegged dish organizer for easy and quick accessibility. Beneath this drawer is a deep drawer for 

housing extra pots and pans. On the side of the island facing the chef’s station, is an open display 

bottom drawer base cabinet for storing cookbooks or beautiful cookware that deserves displaying.  

Cutlery Divider 

Pot and Pan Hanging Pullout 
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Combined Cabinets—YouDrawIt  

Open Display Bottom Drawer 

Base Cabinet– YouDrawIt  

Deep Drawer Pegged Dish Organizer 
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More is More 

Wellborn’s YouDrawIt program dominates this kitchen. In the island are three cabinets combined 

with reduced depth drawers for cooktop space. On the right and left sides of the island are 

YouDrawIt shelf cabinets which feature open shelving. They have an applied edge on the shelving 

which makes the shelves thinner and appear more custom looking while still giving sufficient 

support and a functional drawer below. Adding to the classic look, Wellborn’s new Cove Mission 

corbels were installed beneath the Aqua upper cabinetry. The chef’s station makes its statement 

with its deep blue tone and brass hardware, but the Tulip feet make it stand out. Perfectly 

concealed with a small light rail molding are light fixtures to brighten up the space. All Aqua and 

Bleu cabinetry are set into the cabinet frame and fit flush with the face of the cabinet when closed. 

With this type of door; the hinges can either be concealed or exposed. Featured here is Oil Rubbed 

Bronzed exposed barrel hinges to create a classic look. Inset cabinets are desired by many for their 

smooth, clean appearance. On the other hand, the Oyster White cabinetry is full overlay which 

gives a similar appearance to that of inset doors, but they completely cover the cabinet face, 

providing the flat cabinet front so desired in inset cabinets. Along the top of the cabinetry is a large 

cove crown moulding with beaded Fascia moulding below.  

Integrated Matching End 

Large Cove Crown Moulding and 

Beaded Fascia Moulding 

Wainscot Panel 

Cove Mission Corbel 

Tulip Foot 


